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Abstract
A low-pressure inductively coupled plasma discharge sustained in an argon–oxygen–nitrogen
ternary mixture is studied in order to evaluate its properties in terms of sterilization and
decontamination of surfaces of medical instruments. It is demonstrated by direct comparison
with discharges operated in oxygen–nitrogen and oxygen–argon mixtures that application of
an Ar/O2/N2 mixture offers the possibility to combine advantageous properties of the binary
mixtures, namely, the capability of an O2/N2 plasma to emit intense UV radiation needed for
effective inactivation of bacterial spores together with high removal rates of biological
substances from Ar/O2 discharge. Moreover, optimal conditions for both effects are obtained
at a similar ternary discharge mixture composition, which is of much interest for real
applications, since it offers a highly effective process desired for the safety of medical
instruments.

1. Introduction

Cleaning, sterilization and decontamination of medical
equipment are fundamental steps in health care facilities in
order to assure safety of patients. However, there are numerous
indications that currently used techniques are in many cases
insufficient to guarantee complete inactivation or elimination
of various pathogens (e.g. [1–5]); this consequently represents
a serious problem mainly with respect to the possible
transmission of lethal neurodegenerative diseases or the onset
of immunological events of severe consequences caused by
insufficiently cleaned instruments. Therefore, there is a clear
demand from hospitals’ sterile services for the development
of alternative methods allowing complete elimination of
highly resistant biological residues possibly present on the
surfaces of medical tools. One of the options that gained
increased attention in the last decade is the application of
low-pressure, non-equilibrium plasma discharges that are

capable of not only inactivating bacteria or bacterial spores
(e.g. review papers [6–9]) but also eliminating bacterial
endotoxins [9–11] or removing protein residuals (e.g. [9, 12–
19]), i.e. substances that are difficult or impossible to remove
by other techniques. Therefore, the possibility to assure
sterility and complete elimination of biological pathogens
from the surfaces of medical instruments makes the plasma
based sterilization/decontamination technique one of the most
promising approaches to fulfil requirements on a universal
sterilization/decontamination method. However, as will be
discussed in the following section, the conditions leading
to inactivation of bacteria or physico-chemical removal of
biological residues are different: while a maximum of UV
emission is desirable in the first case, a maximum concentration
of active species necessary for etching the residues is needed
in the second case. The main intention of this paper is to
demonstrate that both of these features can be achieved by
the application of low-pressure inductively coupled plasma
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(ICP) discharges sustained in a Ar/O2/N2 ternary gas mixture.
To do so, the paper is organized as follows. First, the
recent results regarding the possible approaches used for the
inactivation of bacterial spores on the one hand and physical
removal of biomolecules from surfaces on other hand are
briefly summarized in section 2. The experimental set-up
and methods used in the frame of this study are introduced
in section 3. Finally, the results of this study are presented and
discussed in section 4 and concluded in section 5.

2. Overview of approaches used for sterilization and
decontamination of surfaces

Concerning recent results, two distinct strategies applicable for
the sterilization and decontamination of surfaces by means of
low-pressure plasma discharges can be followed.

The first one relates to the possibility to remove physically
all kinds of pathogens by etching or sputtering. This is
traditionally achieved by placing objects to be treated in
the active zone of the discharges providing sufficient fluxes
of etching agents or energetic ions that can either sputter
treated samples or enhance their elimination via the process
of chemical sputtering involving both charged particles and
plasma radicals [20–22]. Although it has been demonstrated
that bacterial spores or biomolecules can be removed from
surfaces, or at least significantly eroded, using a wide range of
gases, a majority of the research groups use different oxygen
containing plasma discharges (e.g. pure oxygen [23–26],
O2/H2 [9, 11, 18], O2/N2 [27], He/O2 [15, 16] or Ar/O2 [13,
17, 19]), which offer high removal rates, as demonstrated,
for instance, by SEM images of treated bacteria [25–28] or
proteins [29], but do not represent environmental risks as for
example fluorine mixtures known to be also highly effective
in etching of polymers (e.g. [30]). Nevertheless, it has to be
noted that the approach based solely on the physico-chemical
removal of pathogens, which at first glance seems to be an
optimal and universal sterilization/decontamination method,
has also certain limitations especially with respect to the
inactivation of bacterial spores. It has been demonstrated
that spores etching is much slower as compared with
various biomolecules treated at otherwise identical operational
conditions (e.g. [23]) and it is rather challenging to etch spores
completely [30]. This is due to the high amount of inorganic
compounds (e.g. calcium, sodium, etc) presented in the spores’
walls. Such compounds are difficult to volatilize and therefore
their fraction increases with treatment time, which leads to the
formation of highly resistant inorganic layer and consequently
to the slowing down of the removal rate. As a result of
this, prolonged treatments are necessary, which can lead to
extensive heating and degradation of treated objects.

The second approach used is based on the induction
of chemical or structural modifications of treated pathogens
leading to the suppression of their biological activity. Although
it has been demonstrated that certain biomolecules can be
inactivated in this way (concretely bacterial endotoxins [31]),
this approach refers mainly to the sterilization of bacterial
spores. According to the conclusions stated in recent papers,
the most effective sporicidial agent in low-pressure plasma

discharges is intense UV radiation (typically in the spectral
range 200–300 nm [32, 33]) capable of penetrating the spores’
outer walls and of inducing irreversible modifications of their
DNA. The most commonly used discharge mixture to generate
UV radiation is oxygen–nitrogen mixture, where the main
source of photons in the desired spectral range constitute
excited NO molecules. Moreover, excited NO molecules
can be effectively produced also in the plasma discharge
afterglows, which is mainly due to three body reaction
involving atomic oxygen, nitrogen and N2 molecules [34]:

N + O + N2 → NO(A) + N2. (1)

This allows objects to be sterilized to be placed downstream
of the active plasma discharge zone while still maintaining a
sufficient flux of UV photons and lowering the risk of possible
damage of treated articles induced either by extensive heating
or by the impact of chemically aggressive radicals.

However, optimizing only UV radiation or placing
samples in the afterglow also has serious drawbacks, since it
does not typically provide fast removal of biological agents
from surfaces due to the low fluxes of chemically active
species as well as due to the absence of charged particles
that contribute significantly to the process of volatilization
of biological systems [20–22]. Not only is this a limitation
in terms of removal of pathogenic biomolecules such as
infectious proteins or endotoxins but it also influences the
overall efficiency of bacterial spores sterilization. Often the
spores are stacked or covered with other biological substances,
which represents a protective shield towards UV radiation and
naturally slows down the sterilization effect of UV radiation.
This can be, for instance, demonstrated on the survival curves
of bacterial spores obtained in low-pressure discharge plasmas
showing typically two phases—the first and the faster phase
corresponds to the fast inactivation of spores that are in a direct
view of UV radiation; the second phase, and a markedly slower
one, is then connected to the killing of covered spores that
needs a much longer time to accumulate lethal UV dose [35]
and/or with gradual, and rather slow, removal of the shielding
material through photo-desorption [6], etching or chemical
sputtering.

Therefore, it is clear that an optimal steriliza-
tion/decontamination process should combine both the above-
mentioned pathways, i.e. providing conditions offering both
high intensity of UV radiation favourable for fast inactivation
of spores and high removal rates of possible pathogens or ma-
terials shielding spores from direct action of UV radiation.
This is commonly fulfilled using an O2/N2 mixture and plac-
ing objects to be treated in the active zone of the discharge
(e.g. [27, 33]). However, it has been recently suggested that
the desired effect can also be reached by the application of
an Ar/NO discharge mixture [36] or utilizing a ternary mix-
ture consisting of argon, oxygen and nitrogen [37]. In this
paper the second option is followed. In order to show the ad-
vantageous properties of ternary mixtures, their capability to
remove model biomolecules and to emit intense UV radiation
in the range 235–270 nm will be compared directly with dis-
charges sustained in O2/N2 and Ar/O2 mixtures, i.e. mixtures
identified to be optimal for UV radiation and elimination of
biomolecules, respectively.
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up.

3. Experimental

3.1. Discharge chamber

An ICP source schematically depicted in figure 1 was used
in this study. The plasma discharges sustained in O2, N2, Ar
and their binary and ternary mixtures (pressure 10 Pa, total gas
flow 20 sccm and, if not stated otherwise in the text, applied
RF power 350 W) were characterized by optical emission
spectroscopy using an Avantes AVS-PC2000 monochromator
equipped with a 2048-element linear CCD array and by means
of a Langmuir probe (SmartProbe™; Scientific Systems Ltd)
placed in the sample position.

Moreover, in order to limit the heating of the treated
samples, which can significantly influence the kinetics of
their etching [38], all the experiments were performed with
a treatment duration of 15 s, i.e. the duration after which the
substrate temperature measured by IR pyrometry stayed well
below 80 ◦C.

3.2. Samples preparation and characterization

The efficiency of the studied plasma discharges to eliminate
biological contamination from surfaces was evaluated on
bovine serum albumin (BSA). It has to be noted that although
this protein itself is harmless, it serves as a good model of
biological contamination of surfaces of medical instruments.
The BSA samples were prepared by spotting 0.1% aqueous
solution of BSA (Sigma Aldrich) on the polished and cleaned
Si wafers. After the deposition, the samples were dried
overnight in a common flow hood and subsequently plasma
treated. The treated and untreated samples were examined by
means of stylus profilometry, which allows direct evaluation of
the removal rates of proteins. For the measurements, an Alpha-
step® profilometer (KLA-Tencor) was used with a scan speed
of 20 µm min−1 and a sampling rate of 50 Hz. Equivalent
force exerted from the stylus tip on the surface corresponded to
27.4 mg. Details regarding samples preparation and evaluation
of etching rates can be found in the literature [19].
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Figure 2. UV radiation intensity integrated in the spectral range
235–270 nm and BSA removal rate as a function of initial
argon–oxygen mixture composition (10 Pa, 350 W, total gas flow
20 sccm).

4. Results

4.1. Oxygen containing binary mixtures

In a first step, we evaluated the most suitable discharge mixture
in terms of sterilization and decontamination of surfaces by
testing the capabilities of plasma discharges sustained in O2–
N2 and Ar–O2 mixtures in order to identify their advantages
as well as limitations.

4.1.1. Argon–oxygen mixture. As can be seen in figure 2, the
ICP discharge sustained in the Ar/O2 mixture can effectively
eliminate the BSA protein. From this perspective the optimal
discharge mixture is the one having an argon/oxygen ratio
of about 17/3, i.e. the mixture having approximately 15% of
oxygen; this mixture produces a removal rate of 1.4 µm min−1

for an applied power of 350 W and a pressure of 10 Pa.
Increasing either the argon or oxygen portion in the initial
discharge mixture leads to a significant decrease in the BSA
removal rate. As was demonstrated in previous studies
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Figure 3. UV radiation intensity integrated in the spectral range
235–270 nm and BSA removal rate as a function of initial
oxygen–nitrogen mixture composition (10 Pa, 350 W, total gas flow
20 sccm).

performed under similar experimental conditions [37, 39], the
existence of a well-defined maximum of proteins removal rate
cannot be interpreted solely by pure chemical etching induced
by O atoms, since O atoms density increases monotonically
with increasing fraction of O2 in the mixture as shown both by
optical emission actinometry [37] and mass spectroscopy [39].
Instead, the dominant role of chemical sputtering has been
suggested in order to explain the observed results. In this
reaction scheme the overall rate of BSA elimination is given
by the simultaneous action of O atoms and energetic ions
produced in the discharge plasma. The variations of the
BSA removal rate can consequently be attributed either to
the lowering of the flux of atomic oxygen needed for proteins
volatilization (in the case of increasing Ar amount) or to a fast
decrease in ion density (when the oxygen portion is increased)
leading to the reduced rate of chemical sputtering.

Moreover, it can also be seen in figure 2 that Ar/O2 is a bad
source of UV radiation. The low emission observed in the 235–
270 nm spectral range originates only from a small amount of
nitrogen impurities present in the discharge chamber.

4.1.2. Oxygen–nitrogen mixture. As expected, much better
results concerning UV radiation are observed using the O2/N2

discharge mixture. As can be seen in figure 3, the O2/N2

mixture offers almost one order of magnitude higher UV
radiation intensity as compared with Ar/O2. However, the
removal rate of BSA using the O2/N2 mixture is considerably
smaller than the values reached using the Ar/O2 discharge
(maximal removal rate observed in the O2/N2 plasma discharge
is 0.84 µm min−1, which is 40% lower as compared with
the one observed using Ar/O2). It is worth mentioning that
unlikely to the argon–oxygen mixture, the variations of the
BSA etching rate can be attributed solely to the changes in
fluxes of active oxygen, since no significant variations of ion
density were observed with changing the oxygen/nitrogen ratio
in the initial discharge mixture, as will be demonstrated later.
Moreover, it can be seen that the maximal values of the removal
rate of BSA and the intensity of UV radiation are obtained at
markedly different mixture compositions: the highest rate of
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Figure 4. UV radiation intensity integrated in the spectral range
235–270 nm and BSA removal rate as a function of initial
argon–oxygen–nitrogen X : 1 : 1 mixture composition (10 Pa, 350 W,
total gas flow 20 sccm).

protein removal was observed for mixture having around 80%
of O2, whereas the maximal UV intensity in the spectral range
235–270 nm can be achieved for fraction 20–30% of O2 in the
Ar/O2 plasma. In other words, changing the O2/N2 ratio leads
either to enhancement of UV light emission and decrease in
capability of oxygen–nitrogen plasma discharge to eliminate
biomolecules or vice versa.

4.2. Ar/N2/O2 ternary mixture

As was demonstrated above, discharges sustained in binary
mixtures can be operated at conditions either favourable for
the elimination of biomolecules or suitable for the emission
of intense UV radiation. Moreover, the direct comparison of
Ar/O2 and N2/O2 discharges revealed that the first one offers
a markedly higher rate of biomolecules removal, whereas
the second one can be used as an effective source of UV
radiation. In order to explore the possibility to combine
these two properties, further experiments were performed in
Ar/N2/O2 ternary mixture with fixed O2 over N2 ratio 1 : 1 and
varying Ar portion in the discharge mixture, while keeping the
total gas flow constant. As can be seen in figure 4, substitution
of oxygen and nitrogen by argon up to 80% of Ar leads to
the increase in both UV radiation intensity and BSA removal
rate. Further increase in the Ar fraction in the discharge
mixture subsequently causes a decrease in these two quantities.
However, it is evident that these results are rather advantageous
as compared to Ar/O2 and N2/O2 binary discharge mixtures:

• First, the application of Ar/N2/O2 ternary mixture
maintains a high removal rate of BSA (maximal value
observed is approximately 1.2 µm min−1) still comparable
to the one obtained in the Ar/O2 discharge and leads to the
emission of UV radiation having an intensity even higher
than the maximal one reachable at identical operational
conditions (i.e. pressure, RF power and total gas flow) in
the case of the nitrogen–oxygen plasma.
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• Second, the maximal values of both the protein removal
rate and UV radiation intensity are obtained for similar
discharge mixture compositions. This is a result of
considerable importance, since it allows overcoming the
principal drawback of discharges sustained in oxygen–
nitrogen binary discharge mixture demonstrated in the
previous section, i.e. the possibility to maximize either the
UV intensity or the removal rate of biological systems.

The results obtained are most likely connected not only
with the behaviour of the density of neutral species produced
in the plasma but also with the variation of the plasma density.
As can be seen in figure 5, argon addition into oxygen–
nitrogen discharge mixture leads to an increase in plasma
density similarly to the increase observed with increasing
fraction of Ar in Ar/O2 plasma. This effect is due to higher
electron energy losses in interactions with molecular gases
than with argon atoms (e.g. [40]). In other words, the energy
supplied to the discharge is consumed in the case of molecular
gases not only for their ionization but also for their vibrational
and rotational excitations. Lowering the amount of molecular
gases in the initial discharge mixture therefore reduces these
energy losses and subsequently more energy is available for
ionization, which results in a higher plasma density, which has
important practical consequences:

First, the higher flux density of ions on the treated surfaces
promotes the process of its chemical sputtering by enhanced
rate of breaking of molecular bonds in the protein deposit by
impinging ions, thus creating more surface active sites that are
subsequently attacked by plasma produced radicals. This can
explain the observed increase in the BSA removal rate when
argon is added into the oxygen–nitrogen mixture in analogy to
the case of Ar/O2 plasma discharge as described for the cases
of bacterial spores and hydrocarbon films [39].

Second, higher production of charged particles increases
the production of electronically excited species. This can be
demonstrated, for instance, on the behaviour of the intensities
of the first and second positive systems of molecular nitrogen
measured in O2/N2 and Ar/O2/N2 plasma discharges. As
can be seen in figure 6, the intensity of these two spectral
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Figure 6. Intensity of the first positive system N2(B) and the second
positive system N2(C) of molecular nitrogen as a function of
nitrogen fraction in the initial discharge mixture (10 Pa, 350 W, total
gas flow 20 sccm).

bands decreases monotonically with increasing oxygen over
nitrogen ratio in the O2/N2 mixture, which is, taking into
account almost constant plasma density, mainly due to the
decrease in the N2 portion in the plasma discharge. This
trend is significantly altered when argon is added into the
discharge mixture—intensities of both nitrogen spectral bands
increase with decreasing N2 amount, reflecting an increase in
the density of nitrogen molecules in their higher electronically
states. Although both N2(B) or N2(C) states do not contribute
to the production of excited NO molecules responsible
for the emission of UV radiation, one can expect similar
tendencies also for N2(A) states that are strongly linked to
the densities of the N2(B) molecules [41] and that were
identified to play a dominant role for the production of NO(A)
molecules in the active zone of the discharge through reaction
(e.g. [42, 43])

NO + N2(A) → NO(A) + N2 (2)
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Figure 7. E to H mode transition power in studied discharge
mixtures (10 Pa, total gas flow 20 sccm).

as well as to contribute to the process of creation of ground
state NO molecules [41]:

N2(A) + O → NO + N(2D). (3)

The higher production of N2(A) resulting from the higher
electron density can therefore explain the more effective
excitation of NO molecules and consequently the higher
intensity of NOγ spectral bands in the spectral range 235–
270 nm in Ar/O2/N2 plasma discharges than in the oxygen–
nitrogen one.

Moreover, higher plasma density in argon containing
mixtures as compared with O2/N2 plasma discharge also has
practical consequences for process optimization: it lowers
the power transition point between E and H modes of ICP
discharges, i.e. modes characterized by prevailing capacitive
(E-mode) or inductive (H-mode) coupling [44], as depicted
in figure 7. This allows decreasing the applied RF power
maintaining high treatment efficiency connected with the H-
mode [23] on the one hand and lowering the thermal load on
the other hand. Especially the latter is of high interest from
the point of view of the real applications, where thermo-labile
materials have to be processed.

5. Conclusions

In summary, two different aspects of plasma discharges,
namely, their capability to emit UV radiation in the spectral
range suitable for fast inactivation of bacterial spores and
efficiency of removal of model biological substance, were
studied in order to explore the possibility to use Ar/O2/N2

discharge mixture for sterilization and decontamination of
surfaces. The results presented clearly show that under
otherwise identical operational conditions (RF power, pressure
and total gas flow), discharges sustained in the ternary
mixture of argon, oxygen and nitrogen combine advantageous
properties of plasma discharges operated in O2/N2 and Ar/O2

mixtures. This allows reducing the applied RF power fed to
the discharge or to significantly shorten the treatment time

necessary for the assurance of the safety of processed medical
tools, which in turn limits undesirable damage induced by
plasma action on treated articles. The observed results were
furthermore related to the behaviour of plasma density that
has been suggested to be the major agent governing both the
production of UV radiation and the removal of BSA protein
deposits, selected as a model of biological contamination of
the surface.
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